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with a mixture of oxygen and acetylene, so that

NOTICES.
Tux

Optical Magic Lantern

Journal and Photographic

Enlarger is issued on the 1st of every month, price Two
Pence,

and

may

be obtained

from

all Newsvendors,

Railway News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from
the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—
12 months, 3/-.

United

States, 75 cents.

Exouanes Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—
First 20 words,
6d.;
and for every 3 additional
words, 1d.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not
later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.
EvITORIAL

J. HAY

communications

TAYLOR,

must

be

Advertisements and

addressed,

business

communications
to THE
MAGIC
LANTERN
JOURNAL COMPANY, Limited, 9, Carthusian
Street,

London,

The Explosion at Tutbury-—Relative to the

paragraph upon this subject, which appeared on
page 142 of last issue, from further particulars
received we learn that the manager of the
Decorative Tiles Company was experimenting

E.C.

American Agents :—The International News Co., 83
and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

perhaps it was a little incorrect to call the
explosion ‘‘ An acetylene explosion.”
~

a

~

Removal.—So as to have all departments of
their business at one address, Messrs. Clements
& Gilmer, opticians, have transferred their store
rooms and offices from 8 « 10, Rue de Malte to
148, Faubourg St. Martin, Paris, where the

building is fitted with
machinery.
~

elaborate and expensive
oe

~~

Useful
Arts and
Handicrafts.—LEvery
Thursday it is the intention of Messrs. Dawbarn & Ward, Limited, to issue at 6d. a book of

some subject embracing useful arts and handicrafts. The first two numbers which have just
been published are on the subjects of designing
and carving, and are ofahigh standard. Already
some 80 subjects have been announced, and the
series will form a complete reference library.

158

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

Death ofthe Dover Photographic Society.

—On the books of this society. were enrolled
the names of the leading and _ professional
gentlemen in the town. The treasurer had
a balance of nearly five pounds, yet so little
interest did the meutbers take in the proceedings
of the society that the committee felt that it was
gradually dying a natural death, so at a meeting
it was suggested to kill the society outright
rather than allow the state of matters to go on,

and this was confirmed.

The balance in hand

has been handed over to the Natural History
Society. There is now therefore no Dover
Photographic
Society.
The
same
remedy
might with advantage be applied to one-half of
the photographic societies in existence, which
are too often started by a clique desirous of
holding office.
~~

bead

cod

Professor B. J. Malden.—This popular
lecturer, whose name has long been a

lantern

nousehold word,

has at last decided

to retire.

Mr. Malden has probably made more money by
his lantern lectures than any other lecturer.
Many of his special slides and apparatus
have been purchased by the Polytechnic, but
there is yet a chance for buyers by applying to
him at ‘“ Tremere,”
Park, London, N.

Alexandra

o

The

Lantern

mingham
draw

>

at

Finsbury

~

Society

crowds,

the

continues
2,000

to

seats

Theatre being opened on Sunday evenings. The
lectures and music are of special interest, and
with Mr. Alfred H. Saunders officiating at the
lantern in the centre of the dress circle, failure

is impossible.
Among Birmingham lantern
enthusiasts the name of Mr. W. T. Butler
stands out prominently, and he knows that the
lantern is capable of drawing a crowd on
Sundays and holding it too. For six years he
has been runninga lantern mission nine months
out of the twelve.
When this mission was
first started various means were tried to draw
audience

but with

little

success,

and

the

large committee who assisted dwindled down to
four only. One suggested to try the lantern,
but as there were no funds available they
borrowed the money from themselves and
bought an oil lantern which was afterwards
fitted with limelight. The audience gradually
increased in size and the borrowed money was
returned.
Then better apparatus was suggested
in the

form

of

a

bi-unial,

and

£40

ead

were

borrowed from the committee, the result being

ead

Trade

oe

Marks.—Some

time

ago an application was put in at the Trade
Marks Office for the registration of the word
‘““Pakko” as a general name for photographic

papers. This has now been refused by the
Registrar on the ground of its similarity to
existing names.
Kodak, Limited, opposed the
application on the ground of the likeness of the
word ‘‘Pakko” to the well-known Eastman
papers, Nikko and Dekko, and because the
word could very easily be transposed into
‘‘ Kopak”’ ; and this opposition has been upheld.
The application for the registration of the word
‘‘Pakko’’ was made in all the photographic

classes, viz., Nos.

1, 8, 15, and

39, and

was

refused in all. Similarly, the application to
register the word ‘‘Simplio” for a photographic paper has been withdrawn, in view of
the opposition on the part of Kodak, Limited;
the word ‘‘ Simplio ” being likely to cause confusion with the registered trade mark “ Solio.”
The trade name ‘ Sylvio ” has been also dropped
for the same reason.
&

Bir-

usually provided being all filled within a
roinute or two of the doors of the Queen’s

an

:

Photographic

z

Birmingham.—The

Temperance

immense

Road,

that the hall at Halesowen, Birmingham,
which holds 400, is filled every Sunday evening,
and £30 of the money advanced has been
returned.

~

%

Transvaal War.—His Grace The Duke of
Newcastle has undertaken to furnish a complete outfit of apparatus for Kéntgen ray work
to the Princess of Wales’s Hospital Ship, and a
private donor has made a similar gift for the
5.8. “Spartan.”
Both installations will be

under the direction of Mr. John Lecouteur, the

well-known expert. The only plates used will
be Lumiére’s special X-ray series, which are to
be developed with ‘“ Hydramine,” the new
developer. The other chemicals employed will
also be Lumiére specialties, while the paper
prints themselves will be made on Lumiére’s
citrate P.O.P.
~

Edinburgh

te

%

Photographic Society’s Exhi-

bition.— The annual exhibition in connection
with this society will be held at 38, Castle

Street, Edinburgh, from Saturday 10th to Saturday 24th February, 1900. - A special gold medal
will be offered by the president for the best
picture, the work of an amateur member.
Several medals will be awarded in connection
with the usual classes, of which there are nine.
Full particulars may be obtained from the Hon.
Sec., Mr. J. S. McCulloch, 10a, George

Edinburgh.

Street,

iii.
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GENERAL

OLLOWING magnificent dissolving and mechanical
effect slides, of highest possible quality and in

ADVERTISEMENTS.

perfect

PROFESSIONAL lanternist and cinematographist
of great experience is open to engagements, with
or without his own apparatue, in town or country, on
very moderate terms.
Reference, Editor of this Journal.
—Address, Optics, 13, York-street, Walworth, London.

—Particulars to Bi-unial, c/o Optical LANTERN JOURNAL.
at

once,

cheap;

Primus

or

similar

theatrical limelight projector, without jet preferred.
— Simpson,
Loughboro’.

USSIAN

Lanteruist,

etc.,

condenser, 4-wick lamp; as new,
Weston-road, Gloucester.

35:.—Philp,

85, Nunhead-lane, Peckham.

employment

required

Africa,

illustrates

50

Cape

Transvaal, and

fine

S.E.

by young

coloured

Colony,

Orange

Natal; price with lecture

cost

gentle-

photo

slides,

Free

State,

20s., coat

£16,

price

or twice only:

|

FYROFESSOR

£5; the

Sleeping

Foiled, 32 slides,
Beauty, 22 slides,

Battle and other

failing above prices, «ffers requested.—

Malden’s retirement ; great sacrifice of

high-class slides and celebrated lecture sets, & rare
opportunity to acquire; great bargaine.

OTICE to Exhibitors.—Wilkimson & Company, the
old-established slide painters, are open to colour
plain photo slides in superior manner, suitable lime or
electric light. Collodion wet plate workera; negatives,
positives, etc., made.—15,
Established 1859.

60s.

TRANSVAAL

AND

Holmeside,

THE

Sunderland.

WAR.

OPTICAL LANTERNS AND SLIDES OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY ONLY.

1. Map of South Africa.
;

Kruger’s House
— The
Presidency, Pretoria.
32. Major Wilson's Last Stand.

4. South African Cattle Farm near | 33. Floreat Etona at Laing’s Nek.
Newcastle.
34. Burial Ground at Laing’s Nek.
5. Group of Kaffirs and Kraal.
35. Summit of Majuba Hill.
6. Crossing a Drift in Ox Waggon—a | 36. Majuba Graves.
Breakdown.
37. Elandsfontein Junction.

7. Boer Family.
8. Delagoa Bay.

38. Jameson's Raid—The Last Stand.
39. Sir George White, V.C., on Horse-

9. Durban—The Point Landing Stage
10.
_
Town Hall.

back.
40. Sir Redvers Buller, V.C.

Ti.
+
West Street.
12, Johannesburg—The Reef.
13.
Pe
The Main Reef.

41. President Kruger at Home.
42. Boers returning from Market—
Outspan

ld.

i

The Hospital.

15.

a

The Market Place. | 43. Boer

on

the

Trek—FExamin-

ing the New Rifles.

16. Kimberley—View of the Railway.
33
”
»
a
%

Commando

leaving

by Rail

tor the Front.

Market Square.
44. Field Cornet Delivering Orders at
Diamond Mine.
a House.
De Becr Mine.
45. In the Drakensburg Range.
a
Compound of. ; 46. Col.
Baden-Powell
leading
his
Searching Nigger for
Troops.

Diamonds.

| 47, Ladysmith—General

92. Barberton.

; 48. Boer Commando

23, Natal Harbour.

View.

on March.

|) 49. Laing’s Nek—Charlestown Tunnel

24. Port Elizabeth—Main Street.
and Train.
25. Pretoria—Government
Buildings | 50. Map of the Seat of War—Volksrus

(Raad Saal).

to Durban, Large Scale.

26. Camping out of the Dutch before | 51. Map of the
the Nachtmael.
Mail.”
—

Stage

Coach

from | 5%. Isandula

Seat of War—" Daily

OF

For

NEW

Season

SLIDES

1899-1900.

53. General View of Estcourt.
54. General Symons.
55. Troops for the Front—Gen. Buller
30. President Kruger—Portrait from |
embarking at Southampton.
Raad Saal.
This List will be added to.
New Derailed I]lustrated:Catalogue of Lanterns and Slides, 6 stamps.

NEWTON

&

mention

Co.,
this Journal

3,
when

Alice Through the Looking Glass.

Animals

and Birds from

Life.

By R. B.

Lodge, Esq.

Astronomical
Work
in Solar
Physics
Observatory.
Australia.
Up Country Scenes. Belgium.
Burmah and Burmese Life.
Butterflies from Life.
Canterbury City and Cathedral.
China and Chinese Life.

Elements of Agriculture.
Flowers.

Lang’s Fairy Tales.
Malay Archipelago.
Meteorology.
Pictures from National and Tate Galleries.
South Africa.
:

Stations of the Cross from Wood Carvings.
St. Paul’s Cathedral.
Thames, The River.

The Life of the Wheat

Plant from Seed to

Seed.

(Battle Field).

Mafeking to Johannesburg.
28. Transvaal—Gold Diggings.
29. Bronkhorst Spruit.

Please

LIST

31. President

2. Bloemfontein—General View.
3.
$5
Market Square.

27. Transvaal

ooe-third

A. Pearse, Lismore, Mannamead, Plymouth.

THE TRANSVAAL AND THE WAR.
PLAIN SLIDES ls. EACH.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

than

pictures by Caton Woodville, Stanley Berkley, Leighton,
Turner, etc., cost 8s. 6d., price 28. 6d. per slide. All
; slides are of the highest quality, and have been used once

—Hughes, 72, Biddulph-street, Highfields, Leicester.

THE

less

cent. fairy tales, each containing numerous mechanical

man with thorough knowledge of lantern work,
as operator; with or without own apparatus.— Address,
A. E. Greves, 135, Avoridale-square, Old Kent-road, S.E.
OUTH

at

cost £11, price £3 10s.; 50 Facsimile

Lecturers and Institutes.—A powerful bi-unial
lantern, very
massive
fronts, 3 inch
photocombination front lens, 44 inch condenser, pair powerful
mixed high-power jets, and two 80 feet gas cylinders by
VENING

sold

: and realistic effects; the Enchanter

62,

O

Brins.—Wood,

be

in the Window, Haunted Well, Goblins of the Glen,
Elfin’s Frolic, 7s. per set of two slides,
Two magnifi-

Warner-street,

iron lantern, brass sliding front, 4 inch

to

Waterfall (3), Doge, St. Bernard (2), Duxford Ferry (3),
Trout Inn (3), 10s. 6d. per set; Oberon and Titania,
Ulysses deriding
Polyphemus,
Mirage
in
Desert,
Fountain of Love, Highlander's Dream, Fog Bow, Good
Morning, Flight of Aurora, Inquisitive Dicky, Light

ANTED, bi-unial lantern, highest class only, with
large diameter, long focus lenses; must be cheap.
ANTED

condition,

original cost :—Watermill (5 slides), 303.; The Lifeboat
(7), 258. ; Righi Railway (4), 20s.; Mab Cottage (4), 17s. ;
Gillie and Dogs (2), 168.; Grotto Calypso (3), Village
Church (3), Wizard's Glen (2), 159. each ; ‘Globe of Fish
(2), Dying Showman (2), Fairy Glen (2), Scbauffhausen

Fleet

Wireless Telegraphy.
PHOTOMICROGRAPHS.
New
SERIEs.

St... LONDON.

corresponding

with

Advertisers.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

lv.

GENERAL

ADVERTISEMENTS.

—Continued.

HINA of to-day; an unique and entirely’original set
of 80 magnificent views, showing thie sccnery,
historic spots, remarkable Palaces and Temples of this

RAND new effect sets in exquisite hand work;
unique and unequalled ; new and original subjects

intensely interesting Empire, now published for the first
time. These views are the finest ever produced for the
lantern on the subject of the Celestial Empire, and
include photos of Palaces and Temples
ordinarily
inaccessible; send for lists—Edmund H. Wilkie, as
below.
Beene
worked up in oil colour, water

and novelties ; The Black Forest Railway ;The Great Fire

in Jewin-street, entirely new effects, the building burns
down ; The Haunt of the Fairies, a grand set of mechanical
effects; The Mistress of the Seas, set of seven paintings
and effecta with new movements; an exquisite miniature
painting and one effect, the Garden of Gethsemane; The
isle of San Guilio, entirely new ; Launching the Lifeboat,

with

novel

and

original.

movements. — Edmund

colour,

H.

PECIAL series of effects for single lanterns in the
best hand painting; also on photo bases; an entirely new departure.Edmund

HH. Wilkie, as below.

A

SERIES of very beautiful flower studies, worked
up in the finest hand work on photographs from
nature; these are the finest flower pictures ever produced.— Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.

tf

CONOMIC"

series of lantern

results
Edmund

effects principally

power

jets.—On

combination

value is obtained for every
Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
st

eae
triple lantern by well-known London
maker, complete in special polished case, with
expensively made accessories; very little used; 4 inch
condensers, mixed gas and blow through jets; apecial

appliances

of the

of the gases, full

‘“(C1OLAR”

and

their interior

WO

illustration should book these without

excellence

delay

SET

Hdmund

this Journal

when

OF

Oxygen

“IN

Good Second-hand

XT.

slides

very

low

4s.—John
A

Stabb,

Works,

30s. each.—K., 15,

T.

SALF

HIS

STEPS”

OR Hine.

Slides
to clear, Cheap.

WING,

Lists Free.

Chatteris,

Cambs.

O* the Continent, a prominent manufacturing firm
has a vacancy for an apprentice to learn photo-

H. Wilkie, as below.

mention

at

cylinders for sale (oxygen, hydrogen),

Central

For

of

AR.—An entirely novel and original effect has
been arranged by Mr. E. H. Wilkie; the finest
war effect ever produced.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.

slides,

Monmouth-road, Westbourne-grove.

to acquire for their
for

40 feet

tested

AR in the Transvaal;
a limited number of
entirely original effects in the finest work are in

desiring

of

Monmouth-road, Bayswater.

AR pictures are added from week to week as
events occur, the most up-to-date serics; 2s. 6d.
per slide, post free.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.

reputation

to be disposed

ANTED, gentleman who is running shows of his
own to join advertiser who is running cinematograph, dioramic, conjuring entertainments.— Koenig, 15,

H. Wilkie, as below.

Please

from

\7

from life; single figure, group of

Police, Mounted Rifles, Border Police; all full length
figures, well coloured ; price 2a. Gd., post free.— Edmund

high

apparatus

Queen’s
residences,
fine
Babbacombe-road, Torquay.

three ;President Kruger’s nephews, Bechuanaland

a

lime

Zoo, St. Paul’s, Westminster, Kensington Palace,
Winchester, Canterbury, North Devon, sunsets, Breaking waves, Paris; firat-rate slides at Gs. the dozen;
catalogue 3d., lists free; Hampton Court vine 1ls., The

Wilkie, as below.

Exhibitors

from

ANTERN slides.—London streets and buildings, the

H. Wilkie, as below.

for which a limelight is required;

entertainments

glow

prices, all good, some very highest class.—-Edmund H.
Wilkie, 114, Maygrove-road, West Hampstead, London.

formation causes them to work smoothly and silently
under all pressures and circumstances.—Edmund HB.

preparation.

the

LARGE quantity of high-class second-hand

high power jets are adapted for any purpose

OER Artillerymen

shielding

Wilkie, as below.

inch of gas consumed.—

the work being executed by scientific
instrument makers, and not ordinary

workers.— Edmund

for

reaching the soreen; complete, ready for use; cost
£62 12s; must be sold at once to an immediate purchaser; half cost would be accepted.
— Edmund H.

OLAR"
high power jets are the most highly
finished and beautifully constructed limelight

jets extant;
mathematical
brass

account

H. Wilkie, as bclow.

WE

Wilkie, as below.
perfect

practical

descriptive pamphlet.—

dozen, 2s. 3d. post free, packed in air tight tins; lanternists once using these magnificent limes will use no
other.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.

H. Wilkie, as below.

high

of a century’s

ILKIE’S ‘Solar ” flint limes are made with the
greatest carc, arc accurately turned and drilled,
and composed of selected magnesian limestone; the
finest extant ; ordinary sizc, 2s. 9d. per dozen, post free ;
large size, 1} inches in diameter, a noble lime, per half

“CVYOLAR"”
high power
jets (patent applied for)
embrace many important improvements and give
aa immensely powerful and concentrated pure white
light; send for particulars and lists.
— Edmund
H.

absolutely

of a quarter

\

gas high power jet (patent applied
for), the ideal lantern jet, the most powerful and
perfect jet yet produced for use in single, bi-unial or
triple lanterns ; send for illustrated descriptive circular.

OLAR”

colours, or by the beautiful

experience ;send for illustrated

as below.
“
CYOLAR” mixed

“

varnish

ILKIE’s improved triple and other lanterns, the

based on natural photcgraphs, many beautiful
subjects fully equal to many of the most expensive sets ;
a most useful series ;send for lists. -Kdmund H. Wilkie,

—Edmund

pure

American process at most reasonable prices; the best
work only; slides prepared by photography or hand
painting from negatives, drawings, prints from nature,
or from written or verbal description; evcry class of
mechanical movement supplied or invented for special
purposes; see testimonials.— Edmund H. Wilkie, as
below.

Wilkie, as below.

graphy in all its branches, also lantern slide making and
colouring, copying and reducing; premium.—Apply,
' N.Y.Z., Office of this Journal.
\

corresponding

with Advertisers.
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Explosion

at a Lantern

Entertainment.—

On the day of going to press

with

our

last

issue, a lantern lecture at Tiverton on behalf of

Dr. Barnardo’s Homes came to a sudden termination just as it was commencing, owing to an
explosion.
In the stampede which followed,

three ladies were slightly injured. An expert,
who examined the apparatus, expresses the
opinion that the operator, who was using an
ether saturator, had an overcharge of ether, the
vapour from which had reached the cylinder

regulator, and that when lighting up, the direct
oxygen was first turned on instead of the
vapourised oxygen, and a light applied. The
regulator was well burned, and pieces of it were
picked up in various parts of the hall, some as

far as 20 yards off.
~

~

~

The
Transvaal
and
South
Africa.—
A series of lantern photographs from Nature
of places of great interest just now have been
published by Mr. J. H. Steward, of 406, Strand,

London, by the special permission of the Cape
Government Railway. They include Mafeking,
Bulawayo, Aliwal North, Bridges over the
Orange and Modder Rivers; also Colesburg.
In all there are about 50 slides in this set.
Bead

Telegraph

~

Cypher

Bend

for

Newton's

Slides.

—In the new catalogue issued by Messrs.
Newton « Co., of Fleet Street, they have
adopted a distinguishing letter or letters, such
as A, B, C, L, T, etc., for their different sets of

slides, an arrangement
which will greatly
expedite matters with those ordering sets by
telegram. With one or two exceptions all the
slides of this firm are now made at their new
factory, and we learn that their popular set of
slides of South Africa and the Transvaal are
being added to.
mo

Biokam

subjects.

te

Film

have

*

Subjects.--Numerous

lately

been

prepared

film

by the

Warwick Trading Company, Limited, Warwick
Court, Holborn, for use with the popular
Biokam.
Each film is 25 feet long, and is sold
at 10s. The pictures being very small in proportion to those of (say) Edison gauge, the
number of pictures contained on a 25 feet
Biokam film is about equal to an Edison gauge
film of double the length.
od

New

Film

>

Subjects

oad

for the

Cinemato-

_ gtaph.—It may perhaps not be known to some
of our

readers

that

Messrs.

Fuerst

Brothers,

17, Philpot Lane, E.C., have just issued many
excellent films, such as the departure of trqops,
etc.; and also many humorous

sets.

Optical and Mechanical
for the Lantern.—No.
By EDMUND

(Late Roya

Effects
XIII.

H. WILKIE.

Ponyrecunic

Institurion.)

“~T is a constant source of surprise to
the specialist in lantern work to
discover the very cramped ideas of
vi|“ys)

Seay,

most

lanternists

with

regard

to

ran) mechanical and dissolving effects.
2)
They appear in most cases to imagine
that all that can be done in this respect
has already been accomplished, and
that nothing remains for us to do but continue
the same 4ld round of subjects year after year

This idea I
or abandon effects altogether.
think mainly arises from the fact that the

majority of opticians’ catalogues contain subjects
with which we were familiar in early youth,
and that only on very rare occasions are
novelties offered. But the fault does not rest
altogether with the dealers; they do not asa
rule (even at Christmas time) conduct their
businesses on purely philanthropic lines and
cannot afford to produce a succession of optical
novelties unless each subject meets with
sufficient demand to justify its existence.

The production of a new effect set is always

expensive, frequently worrying
and almost invariably demands
more

and

tedious,

attention

and absorbs more time than it pays for, hence
the paucity of novelties.
Many exhibitors say that at the present time
they cannot obtain fees of sufficiently magnificent dimensions to allow them to exhibit the
class of work they would desire, but they lose
sight of the truism that before we can gather
the harvest we must sow the seed. As an
instance, we may quote the case of a public
exhibitor who was recently fitted out by the
Commencing
writer with views and apparatus.
only this season, he is now booking an average
of two lectures a week at five guineas each, but
mark this, his pictures are gems; where he
exhibits once he goes again, and sometimes at
very short intervals. Good work pays, but the
modern exhibitor appears to be sceptical as to
that fact. We cannot insist too much or too
often upon these two points, colour, and scenic
effect, without these the exhibition is fore-

In this paper we treat
doomed to failure.
upon two effects or mechanical slides which are
absolutely unique, and of which only one of each
has ever been made to the writer’s knowledge.
There is in Palestine somewhere, a bridge
crossing a small stream, and the parapet of this
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bridge rising from each end comes to a point in
the centre resembling an inverted V.
The
angle however is not so acute, in fact it is so
obtuse that given a bridge of say 4 inches in
length the rise in the centre would not be more
than half-an-inch. The bridge crosses almost
the entire width of the picture, and as
it stands in the track of caravans,

we wish if

possible to represent it at the exact moment

that a train of laden camels is passing across.

If we paint the camels upon a slip of glass they
disappear as they near the centre of the bridge,
being hidden by the rise in the parapet, therefore a straight slipping glass will not give us the
effect we wish to obtain. We may if is true

tilt the guide upon which the glass runs, but in

that case the camels would continue ascending
and would not descend on the other side of the
bridge.
It is clear that to cause our camels to change
the direction of their path after passing the
apex of the bridge they must be painted upon
some substance, or mounted in such a manner
that the procession is flexible and not rigid, as

also one-eighth of an inch in thickness, and
round these wheels and across the top of the
wooden block passes a tightly stretched endless
band composed of the strongest kind of tape.
To facilitate its working the top of the
wooden block is not only made very smooth,
but is carefully coated with powdered blacklead. On this band are rivetted a number of
small squares of mica, which overlap each
other to prevent any blank space intervening
when the procession is bent as it passes over

the point in the centre of the bridge.

On each

of these pieces of mica is painted a camel, and
on reference to our diagram the method of
moving the whole arrangement will be at once
apparent.
To keep all the various portions in
their places a plate of glass is then placed over
the whole, as shown by the dotted lines in our

illustration.
One of the

most

ingenious

mechanical

motions ever applied to the production of
optical effects upon the screen was exhibited in
connection with an entertainment founded upon
Those
Weber's opera of ‘ Der Freyschutz.”

is usually the case. No such substance being
known to us at present, we must overcome the
difficulty by mechanical means.
The whole of
the machinery is laid out in Fig. XX XIX.
We see that it consists essentially of a
wooden frame of suitable size, in the centre of

Fig. XXXIX.

which is cut a round
this being filled by
glass is blacked
exception of a small
the train of camels.

position shown

hole 8 inches in diameter,
a circular glass; and this
entirely over, with the
portion left clear to show
On the top of this, in the

in our diagram,

is screwed

a

thin piece of hard wood, the upper edge of
which is cut to the exact shape of the parapet

of the bridge in our foundation picture. This
is about one-eighth of an inch in thickness, and
is extended aa a guide along which the flexible
train of camels is to pass. At either end of
this piece of hard wood, very close to it but not
quite touching, are large wooden
wheels

acquainted with this opera will remember the
thrilling and dramatic incantation scene, in the
course of which the magic bullets are cast. At
each casting the light from the brazier changed
colour, and a variety of weird and grotesque
apparitions appeared floating in the air, seated
upon the rocks, and crawling upon the ground.
‘The most natural of these appearances was a
wriggling serpent, which contorted its body in
an extremely realistic manner, and which
entering on the left side of the picture crawled
across the foreground and disappeared upon the
right.
“This remarkable piece of mechanism is now
in possession of the writer, and will be found
illustrated at Fig. XL.
It bears a certain
family resemblance to Fig. XXXIX., as the
actual painted portion is drawn upon small
plates of mica. The usual framework of wood
contains a square brass plate, shown by the
blacked out portion of our diagram. In the
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GENERAL
V

ANTED, addresses

of lantern slide makers; good

A Carrier ..

ordera can be placed.—Lists, etc., to Slides, c/o
OpticaL LANTERN JOURNAL.

PLENDID
Westley,

produced;
Castle,

and

1,000
can show
at
and
hour,
per
Slides
Lantern
effect
an_
give
time
same
the
equal to Dissolving, is worth

slides, by Hil], Doubell, Carpenter and
Hughes
and others, many
specially

lecture sets, Up the Thames

Grand

Carary,

Denmark,

Tenerifie

Italy

and

and

Sicily,

and

Wirdsor

Madeirs,

Sueden

Scotland,

which

With

Ireland,

Spanish-American War; gracd effects, Australia, Under
the British Flag, Nanson’s Discoveries, etc., etc., with

origioal MS. lectures as given with great success in the
largest halls in Eogland; also an immense collection of
mi-cellaveous
Comicalities,

seen

by

Alexanéra-rcad,

LIDES;

= £05.

views, Statuary, Chromotropes,
Levers,
Portraits,
Dioramic Effects,
etc., etc.;

appointment.—Professor

Malden,

Firsbuy-park.

are

Treme:e,

.

bargains;

lanternist

disposal], Life Models, 4s. dez.,

has

300

for

ECTURER'S
outfit, complete; Newton's lanterns
jets, screcn frame and shect, slides by Newton,
Hill, York, Wilson, Valentine; cost ovar £100; offers

fcr whole

or

My

Carrier

and

is only

part.--Baker,

Fuisherton-street,

Writc

for

y

good lantern slides of Italy,

Paris; also photc-micrographs;

or exchavge others.—H.
AHOGANY

a

tubing,

W.

bi-unial,

case,

Collins,
by

cheap;

17s.

this,

than

more

6d.

cheap for cath

Beker,

Locke's

jets,

patent

Kent.

dissolver,

jet,

.

Free:

HUDLASS,

W.

F.

Phoenix

Switzerland,

Edenbridge,

..

Particulars,

Salisbury.
We

does

coloured ; 3s. plain,

Chromos, 2s. doz., Chromotropes and elfect slides from
Is. 6d. each ; enclosed penny stamp for list.—Address in
first instance,
‘Friendship,’ c/o Rev. J. Thomas,
Exmouth.

invited

you

Works,

SOUTHPORT.

<<

used

twice, 35s.— Harris, Endless-street, Salisbury.

N REAT bargain.— South Africa, £0 beautiful coloured
(J
slides, with lecture, cost £3; what
Blaker, 16, Ann-street, Worthing.
IOKAM,

rew

outfit complete

cffers,

with

cash.—

lantern,

films,

extra spools, dishes, etc., except tripod, in leather
and wood cases; open to good cash offer.—Blaker, sce
above.
NOR sale, 49 Loudon
street cries, well-coloured;
lecture, very amusing and instructive; best cash
cffer tc—Blaker,

Ann--treet,

Worthing.

OR sale, Optimus saturator and jet, “Q5s., secondhand films by Psul and others; quantity of slides.
—Wright,

Photographer, Northampton.

AUL’S animatograph, practically new, and complete
with
films, same

lantero,
jet, lens, tripod stand and three
model as used to exhibit at the Alhambra

and other large entertainments, cost £20; what offers.—
Higgios, c/o ‘‘ Optimus,"’ 99, IIatton Garden, B.C.
90

FEEL
oxygen
cylinder,
Beard’s
Schaffer’s pressure gauge; all in

regulator,
absolutely

THOMAS’S

TDEFILSMS,
PLAAN
IC,
ORDINARY or ISOCHROMAT
.
° IN. THREE

~

WHITE LABELS.
MEDIUM ORDINARY.
EXTRA. RAPID do.

do.

“AI™-

RAPIDITIES

©

:

’ YELLOW

MEDIUM

LABELS.

ISOCHROMATIC.

EXTRA®;RAPID do.

OAT

do;

‘The Extra Rapid are three times and “A‘” six times faster than the Mediam.

W. THOMAS & Co., ,Ltd,
PLATES 3 1/- 32/3 3.4/3| 2% Part
Macc. Factory

FILMS

11/6 +3/8 + 6/6) THORNTON

HEATH.

perfect order for £4.— Rector, Blendford, Dorset.

AY

ANTED,

complete

sets

cf Jantern

slides, second-

hand, in good condition for hiring out trade.—
Address, Optical, cfo OprTicaL LANTERN

JOURNAL.

102.—Stewart, 91, Mowbray -street, Heaton-on-Tyne.

60

COLOURED slides present war, up to date, 40s. ;
or gent’s bicycle in exchange..—Riley, Mile Bank,

Manchester.

‘Please mention

this Journal

LECTURES,
LANTERN
OPTICAL
By RALPH DARLINGTON, F.R.G.S

My Travels in

OR sale, mahogany lantern with 34 inch condenser,
ubjective, 4 inch silver reflector, no lamp; price

when

.

Egyptand Experiences on the Nile—150 Slides.

My Travels in Greece, Turkey and Asia Minor—100 Slides.
Across North Atrica—90 Slides.
Pompeii. Past and Present, and the Bay of Naples—80 Slides.

The Sights of Rome—50 Slides.
Constant nople and its People.

Prospectuses and Terms for Lectures on Application.

R. DARLINGTON, Greenheys, Llangollen, North Wales.
corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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= Their Country, their Ways, their |By Rey, J. H. RIDDETTE.
«
Neighbours, and their War.
Three Years an Outlander.

E RS

BO

E

TH

This set of slides, prepared not from drawings or illustrated papers, but from photographic negatives
is of the greatest interest and value, and that interest is permanent and not ephemeral.
The lecture has been arranged by the Rev. J. H. Riddette, who has himself been an “ Outlander,” and who writes, therefore,
Many of
The lecture is of wbsorbing interest, and full of solid information.
from personal knowledge of the country and people.
In this set we see the country of Paul Kruger, its cities, gold mines,
the slides are prepared trom Mr. Riddette’s own negatives.
neighbours
their
with
acquaintance
gain
We
customs.
their
into
glimpse
a
get
and
are,
Boers
the
who
learn
We
mountiins.
and
7
porth, south, east, and west; and are clearly informed of the causes which led up to the present war.
working
We have mada arrangements whereby the production of this set will be continued NIGHT and DAY, our men

INTRODUCTORY.
Street

Town—a<dderley

1.

Cape

2.
3.

Cape Town—Standard Bank
-House of Assembly
Cape Town

8.

9.

Map

The “Great Trek ”

COUNTRY.

BOER

pte

34.

acnlieal

33) Naaioet

The Post-cart

10.

Crossing the Vaal

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
Is.
19.
20.

Bridle path to Swazieland
A Barberton Gold Mine
.
Johannesburg—A Gold Mine
Station—InJohannesburg Railway
terior
.
Johannesburg Post Ottice
Johannesburg--Between the Chains
Johannesburg—Coimiissioner
Street
Johannesbury—The Race Course

21.

Pretoria — The Raadzaal

|

22.

Pretoria—The

; 41.

11.
12.

~

35.

Barberton
In the Drakenberg range

RILEY

full

‘Sent

aducation
Kruger
’

36.
37.
38.
39.
39a.

BOERS’
NEIGHBOURS.
On the West—
Mafeking—The Mayor's Residence
Mafeking—The Camp
Mafeking Mounted Police
Mafeking—Bayonet Exercise
BadenMafeking’s Defender—Col.
Powell
On the North—

40.

Bulawayo—Government

|
i

Club

BROTHERS,

Automatie

49.

Boer Artillerymen

50.

Armed

Bulawayo—Mr. Rhodes’s

READING—ONE
Ltd.,55
&

House

56.
57.
58.
39.

Defender
i
Pietermaritzburg—Church Street
Pietermaritzburg—Market Square
Durban--West Street
Durban Town Hall

60.

R.M.S. “ Dnnottar

SHILLING,
57, Godwin

St..

half as much

BRADFORD.

FOR

Another
#8

Castle"

Generator
.

BI-UNIALS.

&

CINEMATOGRAPHS

than

Boers in Camp

Laing’s Nek
Amajuba

60a. Sir Redvers Buller

.

In this pattern,

Cornet

53. Kelicf Map of Natal
54. Ladysmith
.
55. Ladysmith—Another View
er
White—Ladysmith's
55a. Sir George

Farm

Oxygen

container

and Field

Boer and Nordenfelt Gun

51.
52.

THE

/
|

Boer Commando

WAR.

THE

AT

47,

4s.

f ann

President

BOERS

THE

age

*

ak

On the South-Bloemfontein—-Panormnic View
Bloemfontein - ‘Lhe Presidency
Bloermfontein- The Raadzaal
Bloemfontein Cathedral (interior)

43.
44.
' 45,
46.

|

Kathir Matrons
A Typical Old Boer
Transporting Timber
Typical Boer House and
Waggon
oy

n the East- Delagoa Bay

42

A Kathir Belle
i

Negatives.

da. saree Hodes

Shooting Lions (from a print)
Fighting the Natives

Port Elizabeth—Main Street
East London
Himberley.
JNaftir Miners
Kimberley
THE

23.

:

1. Wynbery
4.
ja.
6.
7.

;

WAYS.

BOERS’

THE

ROTATION.

IN

Photographic

from

All

DELIVERED

B&

WILL

AND

EARLY,

SLIDES.

OF

LIsT

BOOKED

BE

SHOULD

ORDERS

jn shif.s.

Novelty!
No.

7k) il for >

2,’’ we employ a larger

the No. 1, capable of storing
more oxygen, and we use a lamp with two separate wicks.
in

IT

Frese

WORKS

PERFECTLY.

Price of the No.2,complete in Boxes with Two Retorts, £6.108.

PRICE OF THE
OXYGEN

Send

’

No. .2’’

RILEY
if

,

purchased together,

£10

Os.

Please

18s.

per

Ib.

Penny Stamp for Illustrated “ RILFORD”

Generator

and 1,000 candle-power Saturator,

_

1, £5 10s. Od.

CARTRIDGES,

Pamphlet.

May be had from any Wholesale Dealer, or direct from

agin
‘© Rilford

NO.

od.

Od.

mention

—

55
Makers

BROTHERS,

and

and

57,

Patentees

GODWIN
of all

STREET,
kinds

Limited,

BRADFORD.

of Lanterns,

Cinematographs,

Generators, ‘‘ Lawson" Saturators, Screens and Stands, Tripod Stands,
Lantern Slides, etc., etc. Illustrated Catalogues, post free 6d.: Hire Lists,

1d., Operators’ Guide (7th Edition), 34d.
gratis; ‘ Praestantia’’ Pamphlet,

this Journal

when

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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centre of this plate is an opening of suflicient | with the runner, as giving a better chance
for filing a perfectly true face on the latter.
breadth and length to show the serpent even in
Fig. II. is the adjustable runner for the top
his most acute contortions, and covering this
opening are four plates of mica loosely rivetted ! and bottom lanterns. It is placed as nearly
as possible in its correct position, and held
together at their edges, and upon these plates
by one screw at 8, inserted as before.
This
the figure of the serpent is painted.
must be tight enough to support the runner
On reference to our diagram, it will be seen
that if the lever a is gradually pushed down- | firmly, but notso tight as to prevent it swinging
through an arc of two or three degrees.
wards, the four plates of mica will leave the
The final adjustment is made after the lantern
angular positions in which we have represented
them, and form a straight line; but as that will
is lighted by means of the two small taperpointed screws bearing on the pillar nearest the
cause the combination to become elongated, and
operator.
Slacking off the lower screw and
the whole affair is fastened to the brass plate
tightening the upper one raises the end on the
by thescrew c, it is necessary that the centres
working side and lowers the further one. The
upon which they work shall not be fixed, but
reverse process has the opposite effect, and
shall allow a little play towards the right hand
tightening up either screw locks the other. In
side of the slide. To accomplish this the rivets
this way the adjustable runner may easily be
through the centre of the plates are not fastened
brought into exact parallelism with the fixed
directly into the brass plate, but are secured to
metal levers pv, which working on the pivots ©,
one, and, if the work has been done with a fair
amount of precision, a movement at the working
allow the necessary amount of latitude.
side of a sixteenth of an inch in
By working the lever a slowly upwards and
downwards, it will be seen that the serpent
either direction
apparently bends its body to and fro, the
forward motion being obtained by pushing the
will be found ample. The stop is adjustable,
slide, bodily through a loose outer frame.
The
and is formed by the greater portion of the
lever B is quite independent of a, and is simply
cheese-head of a rather long screw, which is
used to work the serpent’s lower jaw, causing
manipulated between the finger and thumb, and
the mouth to open and shut.
; locked when in position by the milled nut
It is difficult by mere words to convey an
shown.
From the arrangement of the runners
adequate idea of the extreme realism of this
illustrated it will be noticed that it is impossible
wonderful mechanical slide, but it is to be
for them to get out of place in travelling, a
hoped that the description of its working parts
most important point in choosing a runner.
may excite in the minds of ingenious lanternists
Those who have carefully followed the very
a desire to possess a similar piece of mechanism,
excellent series of articles on lantern effects,
and to further their efforts we hope in the next
by Mr. Edmund H. Wilkie, of West Hampstead,
paper to give in detail all the separate portions
which has been running through the pages of
of which it is composed.
, the Optical. Macic Lantern Journau for the
' last twelve months, will be well acquainted with

SHO

The

Correct

Presentation

Dioramic
By

THE

the various forms which

of

Effects.
SHOWMAN.

Continued from page 155.

is not worth troubling about, for,
remember, it attains the proportions of a very fair log when the
slide is enlarged
to 20 feet.
Operators who have much to do
with registered effects know this, and
may be observed to occasionally blow
along the runners during the evening. The
stop is attached by two cheese-head screws.
This is preferable to casting it in one piece

dioramic

effects take;

: in fact, that gentleman possesses such an
; exceedingly rich and rare fund of information
on this subject, and, what is more, has this kind
| of work so much at heart, that one cannot do

better than to consult him as to the choice of
effects.
There is one point on which the beginner
must be warned before dismissing this subject,
t.e., effects are often offered for sale which it is

impossible to register, owing to the fact that
they do not match.
A stereoscopic pair of
photographs can never be registered for obvious
reasons, so it is useless ever to attempt making
such into effects. Nor is this defect confined to
photographic slides of the less expensive kinds,
for the writer has seen costly hand-painted work
in which the artist appeared to have ignored any
idea of registration, so that, in ordering slides
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a strange

source,

it will

be

as

well

to

specify this point as one in which they must not
be found wanting.
Such a fault can often be
detected by careful scrutiny, holding two slides
together and comparing the coincidence of
prominent objects with well defined outlines all
over the picture. If no fault can be thus plainly
detected, but suspicion still exists, examination

inch in width from the top rail (when in the
lantern) of all ordinary blocks.
This is shown
by the line a B, Fig. III. It is conceivable that,
under certain circumstances, direct light from the
condenser would reach the bottom of the screen
by passing over the frame at the narrow part,
so that, if this method is adopted, means should
be taken to prevent this, should it occur.

on the screen before registration will save trouble

The right hand top corner of all frames
later on. Obtain two single carriers, or place
should be cut off as atc, Fig. 11I. This will not
the slides to be tested into blocks temporarily,
and, having lit up the lantern, project both,
A—_
sharply focused, on a 6 or 8 feet disc. .
Now

select

some

particular

line, say, to the

extreme right of the picture, and by moving one
slide make these lines exactly agree; now look
at the left of the picture and see how the lines

there correspond.

Test the picture all over in

this way, and you will soon see whether it is
worth while attempting to register it or not, for

if the objectives are known to be an exact pair
as regards focal length, it follows that any fault
noticeable in the projected picture must be due
to the slides.
Another thing to be noted is, that the maximum supply of first-class hand work is not by
any means large (photo-colouring is a different
thing altogether), and at a certain time of the
year

the

demand

is greatly in excess

of it;

consequently it is as well to order this class of
work as near the dog days as possible. There
is a large variety of
first-class subjects
already obtainable, and an ingenious person will
have no difficulty in originating effects for himself, For many reasons it will be best to frame
all ordinary slides as well as effects, if only to
preserve them from getting broken, and an
important point to settle is the width of frame
to adopt, and, when settled, it must be adhered
to, as in all lantern matters system is all-

important.
The standard size is 7 inches long
by 4% inches wide, and all mechanical movements are workable in this width.

Itis excessive,

however, for ordinary slides, and many persons,
objecting to the slight extra weight and bulk,
adopt a width of 4 inches for all frames, thus
precluding the use of some mechanical movements which cannot be arranged in that size.
Some time ago Mr. Wilkie was kind enough
to show the writer a method
adopted
by
him, and used for a great many years, by
which

a sort

of compromise

is effected,

benefit of the narrow size being obtained in
ease of ordinary slides, without sacrificing
modifying
any mechanical
movement.
consists in employing 44 inch frames for

the

the
or
It
all

Fig. III.
only show at a glance if all slides are right way
up or not, after arranging, but the flat thus
formed will naturally come under the finger as
the slides are placed in the stages, and any
possibility of getting a slide upside down thereby
obviated. Blocks can be obtained with one side
and one end slightly wider than their respective
fellows, so as to allow for planing away in
registering.
It is also well to lay in a stock of good masks
all cut by the same dic, so as to have all
pictures the same size and shape.
Circles are
the easiest to register but are seldom adopted
nowadays;

domes,

ovals,

and

other

fancy

shapes are often so badly cut as to be out of
the question; as good a form as any is a fairsized square with a small radius in the corners.
This will meet all requirements if it is sharply
cut with perfectly straight edges, and is not
long-cornered, that is, slightly lozenge shaped.
A few ordinary tools, including a glue pot,
will be necessary for registering slides, and we
shall also require a trying-plane and shooting
board.

Of the

latter, the plane-travel

should

be about 6 inches longer than the plane itself,
and the table for the work should be about 9
inches long by 6 inches wide, and a quarter of
an inch below the centre of the face of the
plane, also dead square to the latter. In order
that effects may register in any of the stages,
it will be necessary, in every case, to adjust the
lantern fronts by means of gauges known to be
exact. Such ‘registering templates’? may be
purchased,

but, as

the

greatest

exactitude

is

necessary, those lanternists who are photographers will probably prefer to make them for
A simple diagram consisting of a
slides, and, after registering, in cutting half an * themselves.
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vertical and a horizontal line would do, but an

excellent design is shown in Fig. IV. With
drawing-pen, compass, and square, describe
this figure on white paper or cardboard in black
Indian ink lines 3; inch thick, making the
circle 18 inches in diameter, and the square

Fig. IV.

163

register it with the one already in use by
means of the templates. A slight divergence
of the square and the circle at the top and
bottom may be due to the inelination of the
fronts, but if they do not coincide where the
horizontal line intersects, the objectives are not
of the same focus, and nothing further can be
done until this is remedied.
This is one reason
for introducing the square and circle into the
: diagram; another is to show us where our
picture, either square or circular, will come on
the screen.
If the lenses are satisfactory,
change stages with the templates. Do the lines
| agree now? If so, the workmanship is highly
creditable, as the enlargement of the slide
| would not only magnify the error, but changing
‘ the stages would double it, Thus, if with a
_ circle

of

6

feet

diameter

the

error

is

a

! quarter of an inch, the discrepancy in the
templates would be } + 2 + 24 = ;4,. inch.
16% inches across.
Do not forget the short
It is quite possible to make templates correct to
diagonal line at a.
Copy this in the camera,
<csc inch by the method described.
making the circle exactly 3 inches on the
With our templates satisfactory, we may
focusing screen, and from the negative print
now proceed to mount and register all our
two lantern slides by contact. Cover glasses
slides and effects. First of all, insert the masks
and binding, without masks, will complete
selected, taking care they are all the same way
them. ,
up, and square to the objects in the view. All
Now select two well-seasoned blocks of the
pictures are not square to the edge of the glass,
sizé adopted, and fix the two templates firmly
and it is most unsightly to see a
in them by means of glue and strips of cardboard, glueing in the end of the block at the
vertical object
same time.
This must be done in such a
manner as to render the glasses absolutely
made to look out of perpendicular by a careimmovable.
The line a will enable us to identify | lessly placed mask. In the case of effects, bear
the corners, and to get both slides the same way
in mind that the edges must register as well as
the details of the picture.
Secure the slides
about, and will thus save any vexation later on,
caused by the twisting of one of the templates, © firmly in frames, bearing in mind, if card has
revealing a slight want of squareness in the
to be used, that it is slightly compressible.
diagram. See that the measurements from the
Then register the lantern carefully by means of
horizontal line to the edge and from the vertical
the templates, and commence shooting the
line to the end are slightly in excess of what is frames
to bring the pictures into exact
required, and, with the plane, which must | coincidence.
Make frequent comparisons with
always be kept sharp and finely set, shoot off ' one of the templates, so as to keep the picture
the bottom edge until it is parallel with the - central and upright. In the case of effects,
horizontal line at a distance of 2 or 21 inches,
register the whole series to the first slide of
as the case may be; then square off the end
that series, so that an addition of minute errors
until it is 84 inches from the vertical line.
may not lead to a palpable discrepancy between,
Do this to one frame only. Next, light up
say, No.
land No. 7. Register the first of each
one lantern, place this slide on the runner and
lecture set to a template, so that a slide may be
against the stop, and focus sharply on a wall or ° introduced into another set without disagreesmall screen.
Mark the position of the vertical
ment of margin, and, with this system carried
and horizontal lines very carefully by pencil
out, any slide or effect will coincide with all
marks or rows of pins, remove this slide and
other slides upon the screen.
shoot the frame of its fellow until the lines
Remember, above all things, that objects are
projected by it from the same stage agree with the
reversed, and if a slide is too high, planing the
marks.
Great care must be used in doing this,
frame will only make it higher, and so on.
even the temperature of the glasses should
Thus, with perseverance and intelligence, the
correspond, and the slides may next be tested,
acme of perfection in registration may be
as follows:—Light up another lantern, and
attained.
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LANTERN

attached

to the

blocks

before-mentioned,

are

now used as pivots on which the two bodies are
free to turn. (This is clearly shown in Fig. III.)
On the interior surface of the movable glass
are now fastened two small blocks (2, 2, Fig. I.)
furnished with two

screws

3, 3, which

work

in

the slots cut in the bodies of the fighters.
On
this sliding glass c is also glued a block c, provided with a pin F, which works in a slot & cut

ae
EN

in the framework.
It must
that the slide is placed in
down.
The different parts
will thus fall to their proper
HE drawing that forms the heading
to this article shows the subject of

be borne in mind
the lantern upside

of the combatants
perpendiculars.

I
HAY
\

iN)

y

slide No. 10 in the silhouette series.
It represents
two street arabs
ww
fighting.
Now the actions and |;
WOES
<@>)
postures of two boys fighting are so varied
and constantly changing that it would
ye
seem at first sight an impossibility to
give an adequate representation of such on the
screen. But that it is not an impossibility is
shown by the fact thatin this article the method
of obtaining a really good illustration of a street
fight will be described.
For the purpose of constructing this slide the |
usual wooden framework, fitted with two glasses,

one fixed and the other movable, is employed.
On the front fixed glass are painted a few
objects, as shown in Fig. I. For instance,
9, 10, and 11 represent respectively the basket,

coat and hat of one of the combatants.
The
wall and trees, etc., are also painted in black on
this glass. Two small blocks are glued to the
back of the fixed glass, and two pins (4, 4, Fig. I.)
fixed in them.
One of these blocks and pins is

Fig. I. shows the sliding glass pushed in.
When it is pulled out the fighter 4 will be pulled
backwards by the action of the screw 3 working
in the slot, and his legs and arms

will

conse-

quently assume new perpendiculars.
Now the
use of the small projections in body, arms and
legs becomes apparent.
They serve to check
the course of the pivoted parts, and prevent

shown in Fig. III., which is a sectional view of
the working parts of one of the fighters.
We must now turn our attention to the construction of the fighters themselves.
The
method of construction is the same in both
cases, so a detailed description of one only is
required.
The body is first cut out of a piece of metal to
the shape shown in Fig. II. The proper holes
having been made, the small projecting pieces
are bent over at right angles, at the dotted lines.
The upper parts of the arms and legs are also cut
to the shape shown in Fig. II., andthe projections
Fie.2.
there represented are also bent over in the same
manner as the others. The head and lower ‘them falling right out of place into impossible
attitudes.
But we have not yet considered
parts of the arms and legs are then cut out and
what effect our pulling the sliding glass out will
pivoted at the proper places by means of small
have upon B.
pins. It will be noticed that both arms and
By a reference to Fig. I. this is easy to see.
both legs are pivoted to the body in only two
(not four) different places.
The pins 4, 4, At the same instant as A is pulled back B will
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be pulled forward, and thus will be conveyed
the idea of one boy drawing back to guard the
blows of the other, who

leans forward

to deal

them.
The positions into which the heads and limbs
of the two fighters will fall when the glass c is
pushed in and out at varying rates will be of
endless variety,’ and will constantly change,
thus giving a fairly true representation of two

street arabs fighting. Fig. LV., at the head of
this article, is only one of the thousands of
attitudes that will be so obtained.

The

Lanternist’s

Outfit

was—and
By

W.

H.

as

it

fs.

with great advantage be abandoned as a relic of
the past, which has served its purpose.
The
evolution and development of the optical lantern
have been treated

of time after time;

and. the

modern instruments devoted to the illustration
of the beauties of nature and art and of the
deepest mysteries of scientific research, seem to
bear but a distant resemblance to those of ycars
gone by. And yet these old and comparatively
crude appliances were sometimes capable, in skilful hands, of producing excellent results, despite
their optical imperfections and the feebleness of
the illumination.
The hand paintings of such artists as Childe
and Hill and many others whose names will
occur to the frequenters of the old Polytechnic
and

similar

institutions,

were

marvels.

of

artistic skill and ingenuity, and some of the
more ordinary pictures were admirably adapted
to serve their purpose, such, for example, as
! the old-fashioned chromatrope, whose compli| cated movements, produced by very simple

GOLDING.

\\ HOSE of us whose memory can carry
them back over comparatively few
means, seldom failed to delight the youthful
years, will not fail to be forcibly
spectator
or to puzzle the brain of the
reminded
that
the
old
order
changeth, giving place to the new. ' uninitiated. When, atthe suggestion of the late
:
shall
recall
the
mysterious . Mr. Dancer, of Manchester, the limelight, or as
it was originally called the
instrument of our early days, with its
Drummond light,
# —_japanned tin body surmounted by a lofty
came into general use as a means of lantern
chimney of curved or angular outline, suggestive
of the ingenuity of some eccentric smoke-doctor ;
illumination, and the boundless possibilities of
photography as a method for the production of
its oil lamp constructed on the Argand or the
slides came to be realised, the modern era may
bird-fountain principle, burning colza, or some
be said to have had its commencement and the
heavy vegetable oil, and requiring to be carelantern to have taken its proper place as a
fully warmed and accurately levelled in order
to secure an adequate and uniform supply to
medium for lecture illustration, a new set of
the wick; its lenses whose correction
for
applianccs came into reyuisition and a new
series of difficulties had to be encountered by
aberration, both spherical and chromatic, left
much to be desired, and by whose aid the | the user and his assistants.
The old side by side lanterns, excellent in
straight lines, especially near the margin of the
their way, but cumbersome for conveyance and
picture, were converted into graceful curves
inconvenient in manipulation, speedily gave
and
adorned with
fringes of the richest
place to the bi-unial and the more pretentious
prismatic colours.
triple arrangement, in order to afford facilities
The sheet, too, probably borrowed from the
for elaborate effects requiring the use of two or
store of household linen, and saturated with
more slides, though some of the ablest lecturers,
water, behind which the instrament was conlike the late Mr. W. R. May, remained faithful
cealed, leaving the imagination of the spectators
to the single lantern, as supplying all that was
to picture the details of the operator’s manineeded for efficient lecture illustration.
By
pulation, and on which the antics of the juggler,
this time the lanternist’s appliances had acquired
the contortions of countenance of the sleeper as
a most formidable bulk and weight; large and
the rats and mice entered his mouth, and the
heavy pressure boards of substantial make, a
other wonderful appearances produced by the
pair for each of the gases employed; large gas
aid of the comic slipping slide were projected
bags of india-rubber cloth, costly to produce
to the delight of the juvenile audience for whose
and to keep in repair, singularly liable to injary
entertainment
the
instrument
was
most
from apparently trifling and unforeseen causes,
frequently employed, and to whose wondering
with a most perverse tendency to develop a leak
eyes it seemed well to merit the name of a
SS!

“magic”

lantern,

a

prejudice to that which

title

which,

heads

this page, might

without

at the most

slightest

moment,

and on

the

provocation;
these were

inopportune

among

the
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encumbrances which required the anxious care
of the exhibitor, the slightest

hitch in the ar-

rangements being fatal to complete success, and
a source of unbounded delight and unconcealed
mirth to the mischievous youth or the more
malicious practical joker.
And how readily
these mishaps occurred!
How it tasked the
skill, forethought, and patience of the most
experienced manipulator to guard against them
all, and to preserve his appliances from the illtimed curiosity of the inquisitive, the blunders
of the ignorant, and the well-meant but unwelcome suggestions and awkward assistance of
the ignorant; while the
inexperienced

operator

more frequently than otherwise became hopelessly at sea long before his work was done, and
that in full view of an unsympathising and
hypercritical audience. These adventures and
vicissitudes were by no means without their
humorous side.
One unlucky wight had the
pleasure of making the acquaintance of the
amiable old lady who, on entering the lecture
room, removed her shawl, and seating herself
close behind the gas-bag, selected that as a
tempting and convenient cushion for the reception of the pin or brocch with which the
garment had been fastened around her venerable
shoulders.
Some of us will recollect the
audience who, on the accidental escape of the

contents of a bag, were, according to the local

newspaper reporter, nearly suffocated by the
fumes of oxygen gas !
The writer has a lively recollection of the
incompetent assistant who hastily deposited a
full gas-bag and the package containing the
screen in the luggage-van of a crowded train on
the Metropolitan Railway, leaving himself, the
lecturer, and the remainder of the apparatus to

follow

by the next;

and

of the

frantic,

but

happily successful, efforts to supply the place of
the missing articles in time for use, Nor does
he fail to entertain the memory, grateful or
otherwise, of the intelligent officials on a Northern
line of railway, who removed the luggage from
the van at an intermediate station, and carefully
distributed packages, all duly labelled for a

station in Westmorland, between various trains

proceeding in different directions, one of them
finding its way to Liverpool, others being discovered some hours later in a train passing

through

Preston,

from

which

places they had

eventually to be collected, with much loss of
time and patience.
The ingenious youth at a Northern hotel, who
enquired whether he might ‘let out the wind”
from a bag containing oxygen, in order that it

might be more conveniently packed; and the
equally brilliant railway authorities who gave
practical effect to a similar idea by delivering,
carefully emptied and folded, and some days
behind time, a bag which had been filled with
gas when it was entrusted to their unskilful
keeping, have also their places among personal
reminiscences of the days that are past. A
well-known and highly respected lecturer,
already referred to, had a still more remarkable
experience on one of our railways. He had
sent to meet him at a certain station a bag
| filled with a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen
to be used with a safety jet adapted for burning
the mixed gases by having its tubes filled with
a bundle

of wires, between the interstices

of

which the gas was forced by very heavy
pressure.
Such an arrangement could be
employed with perfect safety by a competent

person, and

with proper

precautions,

but in

careless and inexperienced hands it was about
as dangerous as a powder magazine or a charge
of dynamite. And soit proved, for an inquisitive
railway official turned the tap, applied a light,
and produced a result more readily imagined

than described.

‘And

the

worst

of it was,”

said the owner of the apparatus, “I was never
able to get any compensation from the railway
company for destroying my gas-bag.”
The risk of damage to bags and the loss of
their contents rendered it undesirable to send
or carry them full unless where time was
pressing ; and usually the lanternist carried the
retort and purifier, with a supply of material for
the manufacture of oxygen on the spot. But
these added considerably to the weight and bulk
of his baggage, and to keep them in working
order involved additional care and forethought
on his part. Then the ponderous
iron

weights

necessary for obtaining the requisite pressure
were too heavy to be carried, except for very
short distances, and were not always readily
obtained when wanted on the spot at which the
exhibition was to take place, and strange
substitutes had sometimes to be sought for,
demanding no little inventive genius on the part
of the operator. A slab of marble from the
kitchen, a mowing machine from the garden, or
some heavy piece of domestic furniture, had
sometimes to be pressed into the service of
science, or possibly bricks or paving stones had
to be called into requisition.
Naturally the progress of human skill and
ingenuity suggested remedies for these various
difficulties and inconveniences.
A convenient
form of pressure board contrived to economise

xiii.
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of working, while the use of acetylene gas
provides a substitute forthe older illuminants
whose development has probably reached only
a very elementary stage, and the openiug years
EH. H. Wilkie, after being used by that gentleof the twentieth century may witness advances
man and by the present writer, and possibly
by others, for several years--was eventually ; and improvements which will far exceed those
already reached. One note of warning. Let the
patented by an inventor in the North of Iingland,
lanternist who depends upon a supply of gas
who appointed a London firm of engineers his
from the main, beware of buildings lighted by
agents for the manufacture and sale of the
apparatus, and threatened all who attempted to | electricity, as well as of small places where only
mineral oils are employed, lest he should find
use it without his gracious license with the
that no gas-pipe is within reach, and make the
direst penalties of the law, penalties which, so
discovery too late to enable him to supply his
far as the writer knows, were never enforced,
wants in any other way, an experience which
and probably never could be.
the writer has narrowly escaped in more than
Well, the inexorable
march of time and
one instance.
Verb. sup.
progress has changed many of these things and
relegated them to what is rapidly becoming the |
far distant past. Improvements in the means
of compressing gases and their retention and
use under extreme pressure, have practically
Projection Microscope.
abolished the use of the gas-bag and pressure
By G. R. BAKER.
boards except in special cases, or in places at a
distance from large towns or other centres of
(fone
communication with the outside world. Yet
e\ HE marked improvement made in
even these improved methods of working have
lantern microscopes of late years was
not
been
unattended
with
disadvantages
) clearly demonstrated some little
time ago by Mr. Lewis Wright,
peculiar to themselves, and have necessitated
2)
new and special precautions. The extremely
at the (Quekett Club Microscopical
high pressures employed have imposed the
«)
Society, when microscopic slides were
severest tests upon weak points in the tubes,
oS” projected on the scrcen with marvellous
distinctness amplified to 6,000 diameters.
taps, and other parts of the apparatus. | y
The light employed on the occasion was the
Oceasional
accidents,
limelight produced by means of a jet designed
by the demonstrator, and not, as 1 understand,
though very few in proportion to the enormous
yet made for sale.
It did not consume an
quantities of compressed gas used, have in many
extraordinary amount of gas, and the orifice of
cases led to the adoption of precautions on the
the nipple was only ;, of an inch diameter.
It
part of railway and steamship companies,
the proprietors of halls, and various public | is interesting to know that in the opinion of the
authorities, more suggestive of panic than of | inventor a larger nipple is not much use
with the microscope, as only the central spot is
reason, and tending often to make the use of the
serviceable with power over 1,000 diameters,
gas in this form more difficult without rendering
and lower power do not need more.
With a 4
it more safe.
inch low power oil lens by Reichert, and the
Unreasoning prejudice has not infrequently
electric arc lamp using 15 amperes of current, a
caused much inconvenience to the practical
projection of 11,000 diameters can be obtained
lanternist and tothose who supply his needs—
quite sharply on the screen.
prejudice which dies hard, but which time and
When one harks back to the microscopes of
experience
will assuredly
overcome.
Our
25 years ago, this improvement is the more
lanterns and their appliances are lighter and
appreciated, and a ‘sm of the instruments or
less cumbersome than
they were,
while
some of them developed in this period will be
certainly not less efficient ; though the demand
of interest.
for lightness and portability may, like many
Then the lantern microscope of commerce
other demands, be pushed too far, and lead to a
was of tubular form, with onc or two slots for the
loss of strength and durability,
The rapid
insertion of slides with spring fittings to the
increase in the use of electricity as a means of
inner tube to hold same in position. The lenses
lighting has placed new facilities at the disposal
were simple plano-convex lenses, mounted in
of the lanternist, calculated to supersede, in
cells, two being placed so that their convex
many cases, older methods and appliances, and
surfaces nearly touched.
The focus of these
perhaps eventually to revolutionise our modes

weight and space, and to ensure a regular and
uniform pressure—which was described and
figured in this Journal some time since by Mr.
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lenses when complete were

2 inches, 1 inch, 3

valuable
adjunct when
placed below the
substage condenser to regulate the amount of
illumination according to the nature of the
object.
Provision must be made for readily changing
the objectives and condenser, for the focus of
the latter must be varied according to the power
(focus) of the former. Cover must be provided
to each part to shut out extraneous light and
prevent reflections from bright portions of the
optical or mechanical arrangements reaching

inch. For the higher powers a separate racked
jacket was fitted, but generally a plain sliding

tube

adjustment

was

all that was

provided.

This microscope screwed into the lantern in
place of the ordinary lantern front, and the
centering of the same with the condenser was
a matter of chance.
When one begins to work in earnest with the
lantern microscope and attempts to use high
power, it is soon discovered that the crux of the

whole subject is perfect centering of the optical
arrangement and light, and although the
workmanship

may

be ever

so good, unless

the screen, and each part of the apparatus must

all

parts are rigidly fixed on a support and an
independent adjustment provided for the lenses
forming the condenser and illuminating system,
good results cannot be obtained.
The employment of an eye-piece in addition
to the lenses forming the object glass has been ;
one of the greatest advances in microscopic |
projection, and the successful adaptation of the
same to the modern and high-class instruments
is largely due to Mr. Lewis Wright and Sir
David

Salomons,

who

have

both

shown

splendid results to critical audiences
various meetings of learned societies.

at

such

be conveniently placed that it is “ get-at-able”
in the dark, so that changes can be made
rapidly and noiselessly.

Clothe
By

there

the
G.

E.

is one

Naked.
BROWN.

thing in the whole

world more chilling than another,
it is the half hour spent, sometimes,

the

waiting for a lantern lecture to
begin—I say this from the point of
view of a member of the audience
not from the point of view of thedan-

made many years since by Mr. J. Browning,
in which an eye-piece arrangement was provided,
as also a rack focusing adjustment for the
substage.
The
eye-piece
was of a large
diameter, and consequently low power, and the
condenser
was
fixed so that no special
centering could be made, hence although useful
for moderate power, was not adapted for high
power work,
A great point in favour of eye-piece projection

immediately preceding exhibitions most probably suggest adjectives opposed to frigidity.
But it is wise to look at the question from the
standpoint of the patron as well as from that of
“the provider, and when you come to think that
people have perchance waded through slush and
fog and were content to wait in a draughty hall
till the lecturer appeared, you must arrive at the
conclusion that the optical lantern as a form of
mental entertainment is not by any means dead

I saw, however,

a microscope for

lantern

work,

ternist, whose recollections of half hours

is the clean and well defined disc that is yet, even if the lanternist is to a sense of his
produced on the screen, while with the direct
duty to his fellow-creatures when he lets them
projection from the object glass there is a
sit and gaze at that freezing expanse of white,
wooliness or blurred disc of light, notwithunadorned, unrelieved by even the faintest
standing the care exercised
in having a
suggestion of warmth.
diaphragm aperture of the most suitable size for
I am anxious to insist with some force on the
the object being shown. In some instruments
improvement derivable from the expenditure’ of
the diaphragm wheel forms the actual stage, so
the most modest sum in a few yards of art muslin
as to get the aperture close to the object; in
of some glowing colour, with which to drape the
others a slot is made in the stage so as to insert
poles of the screen frame. The time occupied
a plate with an aperture in it of the size
is not worth considering, and the space into
desired.
which yards of muslin can be packed is surIn the position
indicated,
the
iris or
prisingly small; the muslin just fills up all
graduating diaphragm is not so suitable, as a
those chinks and corners in a lantern case,
sharp outline or disc cannot be so well obtained,
and keeps thing from rattling. Have a few
even when a diaphragm is composed of a great
pieces of it also for the lantern stand; it
number of leaves to form an opening as near as
conceals the ugly construction of a box stand
possible like a circle; although it is a most
and in the case of tripod stands gives an air of
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LANTERNS.

OIL LAMPS:

(1) As a Superior Illuminant. (2) For Simplicity of Working.
The Carbide Chambers Hake to pieces for Thorough Cleansing.
Works for an hour and a half.

CLEMENT & GILMER,
NEW PATTERN LANTERN, Kinematograph

Manufactured by
the

140, Faubourg St. Martin,

Patentees,

PARIS.

WiILLIAMSON’S

Films.

NEW ILLUSTRATED LIST POST FREE ON APPLICATION,
THE

ONE-MINUTE

5. Winning

SPORTS

COMEDY

SERIES.

Most Porutar eo
the Gloves.
Washing
6. EF Cites. Lover,

AND

PASTIMES

the Sweep.

SERIES.

Most PoPuLar SuBsxECcTs:
13. Clown Cricketers.
22. Parallel Bars.
16, Greasy Pole.
28. Lady Cyclists.
18. Tent Pegging.
31. Bank Holiday at the Dyke.

In Japanned Tin with 4 inch Condenser,
Double Achromatic’ Front Lens with
Shutter, and 3-wick peas complete
in Case
.

24/-

Ditto,

do.,

35/-

Special

Terms

TO

COUNTRY

but in Russian Iron
THE
the

on

REGULATING

TAP

for

INTERMEDIATE

PoPULAR

SUBJECTS:
37. Horses Ploughiny.
39. Sheep Washing.

Most
40, The May-pole.

PopuLar

SUBJECTS:
46. Quick-Change Dancer.

' DANCES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Most PorptLar SUBJECTS:
48. Express ‘Crain and Level Crossing.
53 to 59. Barnuimi's Procession.

|

JETS.

| Films

Developed aad Penued Jor dmateurs

NOAKES & NORMAN,
23,

Nelson
Please

St., Greenwich,
mention

this

or the Lrade

"Works :

S.E.

Journal

SERIES.

Most

34. Blacksmith.
35. Harvesting,

'

TRADE.
NOAKES'

LIFE

when

| 99, Western
Telegrams—“*

Road,

FILMs,

corresponding

HOVE,

BRIGHTON.”

with

BRIGHTON.
Telephone

Advertisers,

2,684.
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Large I[[]uminations.
solidity to the lantern support which inspires
confidence in the minds of nervous old ladies to
By G. W. NASH.
whom the tripod stand is a thing of mystery
Fi live in an age of big things.
and therefore to be distrusted.
Every new jet we see advertised
And then why should not this preliminary
gives more light, with less conwait be made entertaining to the audience by |
sumption of gas, than any similar
the display of a series of self-explanatory slides? |
one previously brought out; at
These might be humorous, such as reproductions of drawings from the pages of humorous
least, the advertiser says so. There
RN
journals, or really good landscapes, depending for
ane are, of course, occasions when a large
<
flood of light is a necessity, and, fortutheir interest on their being views of places
nately, several well-known jets supply this
which everybody will know, or pictures such as
hoar frost studies, figure studies, etc., which
requirement.
A good operator may be called upon at any
everybody will admire.
The one necessary
time to illuminate large scenic arrangements,
feature is that the title appear on the screen, if
and one or two words on this subject may
not with the picture, at any rate immediately
prove of interest to most lanternists.
Of course,
before it, and the more miscellaneous the slides
stock apparatus and appliances enter very
are the better. It is worth the while of all
largely into the question, and failing those it is
professional lanternists who have a stock of
better to pass on the order to some large firm
first-rate slides—and it is comparatively easy to
who possesses the men, apparatus, and ability
make up a set of good miscellaneous slides—to
to do the work properly.
quote for this addition to the evening's proMany readers who have visited the Empress
gramme.
Never more than at the present time
Theatre at Earl’s Court, for example, may have
were pictures so greatly in favour, as the
noticed the large amount of limelight used
extraordinary popularity
there, and perhaps they have also looked with
wonderment at the beautiful
of the illustrated journals evidences.
Never
was a time, either, when people read bits
and scraps as they do now.
‘To both of these
popular tastes the preliminary lantern show
panders, and it may be confidently recommended

results

obtained

by Mr. Thomas Wootton, who was in charge,
owing to his vast experience in this clas of

work. The man who has to buy all his oxygen
It has the merit, too, of
and hydrogen in cylinders would soon calculate
insuring the possibility of a punctual commence'
up
an alarming bill for that alone. There were,
ment, and possibly, in many cases, the lanternists
I
understand,
eight lights in general use in front
may be able to make an honest penny by an
of
the
scenes,
but some spectacular effects
advertisement slide here and there. I have in
demand many more, which can be increased at
mind a bootmaker of a provincial town, who
short notice. These eight lights alone, however,
makes use of local lantern exhibitions and
required about 120 feet of coal gas for each
mechanical slides to attract public notice to
performance.
Oxygen gas, too, is always a
‘« Jones’s Boots.”
heavy
item,
and
must not be left out 4 of OF our
!
|
Enough has been said, however, I hope to
convince the reader, whether amateur or pro- : calculation, so any method of reducing the
fessional, that the adornment of the lantern | sum total will be welcome.
There is a method by which we can use coalscreen, both with material draperies and with |
gas
under pressure from the main without
the impalpable image of the lantern, is a most
resorting
to an injector jet.
A good water
desirable feature in the ‘‘fore-time” to a well
pressure
from
the
main
is
required,
and of course
regulated lantern show.
:
gas must bé laid on. Now, suppose you have a
large closed tank of the necessary cubic capacity,
OH DOIK are
as an additional draw.

connect
Missionaries supported

The

Rev.

J. H.

Reilly,

by the Lantern.—

of Omaha,

U.S.A,

speaking on the great value of the lantern in
connection

with

missionary

enterprise, states

that he knew of one man in Omaho, U.S.A., to
undertake
the -support of several
native

missionaries abroad as the result of a stereopticon
address on Missions.

this underneath

with the water main,

and at top with the gas main, and let each
connection throughout be provided with its own
tap. A tap is also required below to let out
waste water after using the gas. In order to
see the quantity of water and gas in the tank, a
water gauge should also be fitted. A tube fitted
to the top of the tank serves as an outlet for the
gas, as shown in the illustration. The tap from
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gas main
off while
pose we
desire to

must always be kept carefully turned
‘‘ PRIMUS” NOVELTIES.
using gas from the tank. Now supA cinematographic attachment for lanterns
have the tank filled with water, and
:
.
' has been issued by Messrs. Butcher «& Son,
fill it for use with gas, turn on the gas |
at the meter and then open the outlet for waste | which can be secured to almost any lantern
body at a moment’s notice.
The lower part
water, having all others closed. It is evident
(see illustration) is of cast metal for screwing to
that the water will graduthe lantern base. The film is brought forward
ally leave the tank, thus

enabling the gas to supply
its place. The tank being
full of gas, which is |
ascertained by the gauge,

NIVW
WOES”

we close the water waste,

WATER
CAUCE

and then turn off at the
If we now turn
meter.
on the water at the main
we have the pressure
below

the gas,

and

can

|

use it at a pressure
varying with the force given by the water. A
pressure gauge should be used also to show the
pressure we are dealing with, as of course the
oxygen supply must be carefully regulated to
balance it. A container could be used for the |
oxygen, and the gauge carefully watched to
prevent the pressure becoming too high. Very
careful attention to all the details should
by two pins, which engage in the perforations
be given, as they are necessary to proper
of
the film. These pins recede when the film
working.
These remarks will show the reader
that a considerable amount of unusual appara- ' hasbeen brought forward to the required distance,
and remain thus until they again reach the top.
tus is needed in this work, and the cost must
For the benefit of dealers not printing their
be counted
beforehand.
In the limelight
own catalogue, Messrs. Butcher & Son will
arrangements at the Empress Theatre, alluded
supply a catalogue of their apparatus with any
to above, instead of the ordinary light box
name and address, at the rate of 250 for 25s.
being used, the light is concentrated by reflectors, which consist of a bowl of copper silvered

TRIPLE

LIME

SUPPORT.

and suitably mounted, with the jet in front: : In our October issue we gave
a small illustration
the incandescent portion of the lime facing the
of this support or changer, which was registered

reflector, and not the surface to be illuminated,

The limes used (often) are what are known
as “cup
limes,” having no central hole
for the pin as we usually see. They are also
longer than those in ordinary use.
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SLIDES BY MR. JOHN STABL.
Mr. John Stabb, late of Bayswater, has removed

to Babbicombe Road, Torquay, where he will
continue to issue his excellent sets of lantern
slides, consisting of cathedrals, abbeys, London
views, in addition to Parisian and numerous sets.

|

by Mr. Tyler.

We are informed that Messrs.
Butcher & Son have made special arrangements
for supplying it from stock.
We can only

We have received several samples of these slides, ' reiterate the remarks we made
in the October
and find them not only of good detail and | Journal, but are enabled to give
a larger and
colour, but bound and finished with great care.
clearer illustration of this handy mechanism.
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SILVER

«|

LANTERN

SCREEN

Using a Silver Lantern Screen is equivalent to doubling the
brilliancy
of illuminant, whether it be Arc, Limelight, Acetylene,
Incandescent Gas, or Oil Lamp, and cost of this great increase is
nothing after first outlay.
Each Screen is supplied with Roller and Moulding, and is as
portable as any other.
PRICES.

£os a

5 teet by 5 feet
6
FA a
7
7 1
8
8,

..
..

.

9»

«

3 7 G
Sole Makers:

Fw»

R. FIELD

-

150
115
0
250
215
0

to feet by
12
4,
IO
4,
(For

THORNTON-PICKARD

(Patent).

Lewis
Wright and Anderton's SILVER SCREEN
For Cinematograph, Lantern, and all other projection purposes.

£sd

ro feet
.
400
12:55
-- 510
0
12 4
». 415
0
Cinematograph.)

\
H)
D)
G

IS THE

maifys

LY

a:

SHUTTER
=

Capable of giving

SHORT TIME EXPOSURES

SPECIAL.
Three-wick

painted

Lanterns,

with

Lamps, 22/-;

Slides

with

from 4d.;

Of 2, 3,3, and1, 2, and 3 seconds,

INSTANTANEOUS EXPOSURES
Up to 2; second.

4 inch Compound
Four-Wick

Condensers

Lamps,

24/-.

Rackwork

quality

double

Slides

motion

Hand-

B

Lever Action
(including

Slides from 1/6 each.

chromatropes),

Interchangeable

E R T

Wholesale
ROYSTON,

Best

2/6 each.

Chromatropes,

H

s

Cc LA

R K ’

Limelight,

Medical,

rT)

Amber

19

66

&

Ruby

”

Duration.
VIBRATION.
Equal Illumination all over

.

CAMERAS

FOR

HAND

Price from

Price from 12s. 6d.

OR _ STAND,

£2

the!

Plate.

13s. 6d.

New

id

Pat

Ex

ae@ao

hae

Jalv

Valve,

standard Pattern from 18s. Gd.

Illustrated Catalogues Post Free from

The Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
ALTRINCHAM.

Optician,
HERTS.

BEINN'Ss
For

Of any
WITHOUT

Splendidly coloured 3} by 33 Slides

4/3; extra Discs from @d. per pair. ‘Lightning’ double-carrier
Frames, from 1/-each.
Slides for small Lanterns from 5d. per
dozen. New Catalogue gratis and post free.
R O

TIME EXPOSURES

and

in sets of 12, price 2'6 per set; or four sets for 9/6. Full-sized
Changing Comic Slipping Slides,
in mahogany
frames, 7d.
t
n

each or 6/6 per doz.

ij
a
‘ON :
-

“a

& CO., 142, Suffolk St.. BIRMINGHAM.
ESTABLISHED 1817.

Optical

q
»)

:
2

=

ON

xvii.

Ot
Y GEN.
Metallurgical,

and

other

purposes.

OXYGEN
of Guaranteed
Purity supplied
in Cylinders
of the Best
BRITISH
Maoufacture, and complying with all the established Trade and Railway Regulations

The public are respectfully informed that all Cylinders which are filled by the Brin
Compantss (whether their own or their Customers) are labelled with the Companies' Trade Mark.
This label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee that the Cylinder has
been tested and proved sound in every respect by the Brin Company which has filled it. Customers who wish to procure BRIN's OxYGEN are requested to see that the Cylinders supplied
to them bear this label, which is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder was filled.
The Works of the Brin ComPaNIEs are open during business hours to the inspection of
their Customers, who are at liberty to test the quality of Gas being manufactured, and to watch
their own Cylinders being tested and filled.
Heved

Price Lists of Gases,

Cylinders,

Registered
Trade
Mark.

and all Accessories, can be obtained from the Company's accredited Agents, or will be
sent Post free on application.

BRIN'S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 34, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, §.W.
4 Japenese

Works—69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, 5. W.

MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTER,
|BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltley Works, BIRMINGHAM.
‘Please mention

this Journal

when

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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YORK
Optical

& SON,

Dantern

Slide

Metallic
Bellows
Reeulator

Makers.

We are the Largest Manufacturers in the World.

SIXTEEN

PRIZE

MEDALS.

SEASON

1899

and

(BRIER'S

1900.

PATENT)

PRICE
THIRTIETH

Supplemental Catalogue
PHOTOGRAPHIC
OPTICAL LANTERN
LECTURE
SETS, Etc.,

Is
General

NOW

Cataloque

20/-

ANNUAL

THE SCOTCH

& IRISH OXYGEN

Rosehill Works,

Polmadie,

CO., LTD.,

GLASGOW,

SLIDES,

READY.
Ka.

Sent on receipt of Business Card.

LONDON,
Telegraphic

Address:

PRACTICAL
PHOTGGRAPHER

W.

‘* VassaLaGE,

An Illustrated Monthly intended for the higher vanks of
Professicnal and Amateur Photographers.
Devoted equally
to the art, science, and applications of photography.

Lonnon."

ea

IMPORTANT << LIMELIGHT USERS!
“GN

BORLAND’S

W.

Pa

a

WATSON

é SONS,

LONDON.

313, HIGH HOLBORN,
-

xa

THE

MOTORGRAPH,

PATENT SCISSORS ARG LAMPS

The Improved

Pattern.

Fitted with a Take-up for
Films.

Direct and Alternating Currents.

On

Made in Three Types

5

Hand

Feeding.

Self-Striking
Feeding.

The

Dot."

& Hand

The only auto-

matic Arc Lamp in the
market which fits all ordinary Optical Lanterns on
the limelight tray without
any alterations.

Invaluable

Price
Reduced
8s.
£8

Lill

for Theatrical Purposes, Lantern Projections, Enlarging,
Printing, and Photographing.

Steady.

Easy touse.

Does not get out of order.

WATSON'S NEW MIXED JET with Special Cut-off
Indispensable for all High-class Exhibitions.

Prices,

Particulars, and Testimonials

F. J.

The
Please

free on application to—

BORLAND,

NEV
New

Effects.
Songs.

SLIDE
New
New

LIST,

NOW

READY’.

Lecture Sets.
New
Illustrated
Flower and other Studies,

Sheepscar Grove, LEEDS. |W, WATSON&SONS, 313, High Holborn, London.
mention

this Journal

when

corresponding

with

Advertisers,
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‘OPERATORS’

GUIDE’

AND

BOER

SLIDES.

The seventh edition of the ‘‘ Operators’ Guide ”
has jufst been issued by Messrs. Riley Brothers,
of Bradford.
By following the plainly written
instructions of the various kinds of lantern
apparatus, etc., explained, the inexperienced
will find most useful help. The price of this |
book is 3d. Messrs. Riley Brothers have also
brought out a very complete set of slides illustrative of the points of interest
in the |
Transvaal, together with a lecture reading |
written by Mr.

J. H.

Riddette,

who,

having

been an ‘‘ Outlander,” writes from a personal
knowledge of the country and people. Many
of the photographs are of his own taking.
There are altogether 65 slides in the set. We
understand that the making of slides for this set
is being continued both day and night, and that
orders. can only be supplied in rotation.
NO.

2 FOLDING

BULL’S-EYE

5 Pare
S—

—©

The following List, relating to current Patent Applications, is compiled expressly for the ‘‘ Optical Magic Lantern
Journal” by W. P. Thompson d Co., Patent Agents, of
322, High Holborn, London, W.C., to whom all enquiries
for further information

No.
20753.

ments

in

lanterns

Improve-

or globes, chiefly for

21133.

21222.

24th October, 1899. Charles Oliver. Animproved
projector arc lamp.

21430.

26th

21754.
21755.
21756.

October,

1899.

21880.

Joseph Emmanuel

ratus for successively presenting to view
photographic or other pictures or slides in
stereoscopes, optical lanterns, and the like.
31st October, 1899. Elias Bernard Koopman.
Improvements in consecutive view apparatus.
(Complete.)

31st October, 1899. Elias Bernard Koopman.
Improvements in consecutive view apparatus.
(Complete.)
31st October, 1899. Elias Bernard’ Koopman.
ratus.

21863.

Louis

Colardeau and Jules Richard.
Improvements in and relating to automatic appa-

Improvements

of a removable spool-holder, which renders the
operation of recharging the camera exceedingly
simple and easy. Constructed of wood covered
with leather, the new kodak is extremely light,

be addressed.

incandescent gas lights, arc electric lights,
andthe like. (Complete.)
23rd October, 1899. Max Oberlaender. Improvements in strotoscopes with exchanyeable
plates for representing movable objects.

KODAK.

The No. 2 folding bull’s-eye kodak is on the
cartridge system, and takes a spool of film for
12 exposures 3 by 33 inches. It is provided
with an entirely new arrangement in the form

should

REcENT PaTeNnT APPLICATIONS.
17th October, 1899. Simon Biheller.

in consecutive

view

appa-

(Complete.)

1st November, 1899.
Improvements in
ratus.

1st November, 1899.

John Alfred Prestwich.
kinematographic
appa-

William Friese-Greene and

Franck Zevely Maguire.
Improvements in
or relating to kinetoscopic or cinematographic apparatus.
November,
1899.
Alfred
Julius Boult
(Marie Louise Fuller, France). Improvements in or relating to mirror apparatus

22180.

6th

22289.

for scenic effects. (Complete.)
7th November, 1899. Hedley Oliver. Improvements in photographic apparatus for thé
production of animated pictures.

22622.

13th November, 1899.

22954.

Percival Warwick

Davies

Improvements

in kine-

and Hugh Haswell Shanks.
Improved
method of and means for producing and
exhibiting kinetoscopic and like pictures.
17th November,
1899.
lLadislaus Emanuel
Granichstaedten.
matographe.

SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by
remitting 1/~ for each specification to W. P. Thompson
| & Co., Patent Agents, 322, High Holborn, London, W.C.
21371 of 1898. Baron.
Apparatus for taking and reproand is conveniently carried by means of the
_ ducing animated scenes and sounds.
(Date
applied for under International Convention,
handle attached to the end of the camera, or it

may be slipped into an overcoat pocket. Stand
as wellas hand work may be undertaken, as the
baseboard is provided with socket for tripod
screw.

April, 4th, 1898.)
24290 of 1898. Simonau.
Cinematographic apparatus.
11380 of 1899. Faure and Dufossée. Coin-freed apparatus for exhibiting
transparent photographic views and the like.
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Taking and projecting
21649 of 1898. Friese-Greene.
photographic images, means therefore, and
photographic negatives.
22713 cf 1898. Mortier.
Kinematograpuic apparatus.
(Date applied for under International Convention, June 2nd, 1898.)
27448 of 1898. Pierpont.
Optical lanterns and other
apparatus for displaying advertisements and

RO DY conraon
j

Betfes

and

Queries.

.

other similar purposes.
20:

A, E. Biddle.—You will find that an ordinary oxyhydrogen jet either of the blow-through or mixed chamber
pattern with the gases will answer admirably for a blowpipe and the heat that you will obtain will be something

ea SRSTRSRSHSNS. FRG

He

Correspondence.

3%

jremendous.

[openSSL

VOTE

OF

THANKS

TO

To Mr. J. Hay
Deae

Srr,—I

believe

THE
Taylor,

the

|

LANTERNIST.
Editor.

above

has

formed

the

Perplexed writes:—Can you inform me of a plan to
keep what is termed self-toning paper flat during the
washing and other operations without pinning the
corners down.
I have tried the suggestions contained in
— the packets but without success; I have pressed the
print film side down in a shallow dish containing only a

subject of a letter in your valuable columns in a former
issue, but perhaps you will kindly give me a little space
little water and have even held them thus for a long
to again ventilate what is undoubtedly a sore point with
time, but as so.n as they are released they coil up again,
many.
the same applies to the hypo solution and the drying.
The lanternist takes his valuable apparatus (for it
In fact, Icould have toned and fixed several dozen
must be valuable nowadays if he is to get anything like
printing-out prints in the time I have expended with
a decent result) to the hall or school, spends hours fixing | half-a-dozen on the paper alluded to. dAns.—We are
up, stands over a hot lantern for 2 hours or more, packs
unable to supply any remedy; perhaps some of our
his traps, and reaches home tired and ofttimea disgusted ; ' readers can.
and why?
Not because of the bit of hard work, for he
is no lazy man who will undertake lantern work, but

because there is at more than 50 per cent. of the lantern
shows not a word of public thanks for all he has done.

Even

the lecturer

satisfaction

after

(or reader)

the

often

W. J. Gameson.—The jet is good in every respect either
| with house gas and cylinder oxygen or both gases from
cylinders.
{

in the feeling of self-

effusive

vote

of

J. It. Lennie.—We are not surprised that you could not
dissolve on the “ illumination elide.’’ It is very care-

thanks,

entirely forgets the hard worker t? whom he is indebted

lessly made, and many of the lines will not coincide with

for the very success of his lecture.

the subject slide. It could be altered by blocking out the
lines of rows of light which do not agree, and scratching
clear parts in the proper place. The illumination at the

I know several lanternists who have worked throughout @ season, and not a word of thanks has been said
except the usual ‘‘ Thanks, good-night,” shouted across
the room by any person connected with the institution
who may happen to be the last to leave. Whether these
people at the head of affairs are under the impression

°

that the lanternist lives on the few shillings they pay

|

him, which in fact very often does not pay out of
pocket expenses, to say nothing of the heavy wearand tear
of apparatus, or whether the omission of public thanks to
him is really an oversight, matters not; it is not in the
least excusable, and shows a regrettable neglect of
ordinary courtesy to the one person who often above all
others does most towards tho evening's entertainment.
I have several times mentioned the matter to those
concerned, and think it is the duty of every lanternist to

R. Ross writes :---I remember reading a few years ago in
:
— your Journal about a cylinder gauge which was filled up
‘ in such a manner that the gas itself did not enter
therein, so that it could be used indiscriminately for
both oxygen and hydrogen without fear of any explosion
: through mixed gas. Can you describe how a gauge may
be so filled up, and what with. Ans.—We understand
that soft soap was employed, but are not able to give
details of filling.

do so if not for his own sake, for .the sake of his brothers

|

who may come among the same grateful (?) crew.
Yours truly,
BW.

FATAL

ACETYLENE

C.

EXPLOSION.

Yo Mr. J. Hay Taylor, Editor.
Dear S1r,—In your current issue you have a& paragraph headed ‘‘ Fatal Acetylene Explosion.”
We have
had a full report of the unfortunate accident, and find
that the manager of the Decorated Tiles Company was
experimenting with a mixture of oxygen and acetylene.
It is, therefore, incorrect to say it was an explosion of
acetylene. A similar combination of oxygen and coal
gas would have had the same result, but you would not
have described it as an explosion of coal gas.
Yours truly,
THORN & HODDLE,

:

top of the dome

is very much

out.

Both slides have

been returned.
M.—Consult

the volume of this Journal for 1895,

A. B. Coleman.--For the lantern behind the screen, use
an ordinary thin screen, and keep it wet with water.

i. J. Williams.—We duly forwarded your letter to the
author.
Several articles which are in type have had to be held
over until next issue for want of space.
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Have you tried

for fine definition
Taylor,

Taylor,

C. W.

and rapidity?
Leicester & London.

& Hobson,

LOCKE

a

’

LOCKE'S

Sears
One Trial will Abundantly Prove.
JETS
HIGH-POWER
PATENT
Adjustment and Screw Valves.

with

.

Fi {Slides

Made

and

Work

only.

nothing

Tested Personally before Dispatch and
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This is the only Mixed Gas Jet which will work at fall
power with coal gas taken direct from the town supply,
and oxygen from a cylinder. In order to effect this the
oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass
through the small Injector | in the sketch at a pressure of
about 12 lbs. per square inch. In passing through the
Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,
which is connected with the house pipe, and forces it
forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber
M. Here the mixed gases meet the baffle plate B, which
has the two-fold effect of silencing the passage of the
The
gases, and ensuring their complete admixture.
The requisite pressure
mixed gases then pass through holes in the edge of the plate, and so to the burner.
or an automatic regulator fitted
\, of oxygen is obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder,
P
with a high-pressure spring to deliver at about 15 lbs. pressure.
2-4)
all others. It will yield
Five seasons’ experience has fully established the superiority of this Jet over jet when taking its supply
HI f
) of the ordinary mixed
“i THE FULL 1,800 TO 2,000 CANDLE-POWER (so-called
any pressure at all. If atown's supply is not
ISSR] of coal gas direct from the town’s pipe, or even froma bag without We cannot see why ordinary mixed jets
available, it wi:] work just as well with coal gas froma cylinder.
Sy
or otherwise,
ugh jets, ejector
should be purchased which cannot offer these alternatives. As for blow-thro convenience of working, the
economy and
we do not know why they should be used at all, when with the same
Injector nipple the jet becomes an ordinary
Injector Jet will give two or three times the light. By removing the
at low pressure, and coal gas from a cylinder.
mixed jet. This can be done whenever it is desired to work with oxygen
H tap is once adjusted, it does not need |
The working of the Jet is simpler than that ofan ordinary jet. When the
_
supply regulates automatically the
oxygen
the
of
on
or
off
turning
The
gas.
to be touched again when using town’s
use.
actual
in
nce
convenie
supply of coal gas. This is a great
their coal gas supply from the house pipe.
Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take
Further particulars free on application te
The Jet will in certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price.
LTD.,
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The No. 2 Folding Bull’s-Eye is a Kodak on the popular folding model,
its chief feature being the large size of picture taken, having regard to
the compactness of the camera when folded. Only 12 in. thick when
closed, the No. 2 Folding Bull’s-Eye is conveniently carried by means of~
the handle attached to the end of the camera, or it may even be slipped
into an overcoat pocket.
Built on the cartridge system, and, therefore, capable of being loaded
and unloaded in daylight, the No. 2 Folding Bull’s-Eye is provided with
an entirely new arrangement in the form of a removable spool-holder,
which renders the operation of recharging the camera exceedingly simple
and easy. The levers controlling the stops and time exposures are conveniently situated, and a third lever actuating the shutter is simply
pushed to right and left alternately.
Both stand and hand work may
be undertaken with the No. 2 Folding Bull’s-Eye, the baseboard being
provided with socket for tripod screw.
Full descriptive

leaflet post free on applicaticn.

Il
Road,
KODAK, Ltd.,# Clerk
*°"Yonpon,’
Bc.
Retail Branches: 60 Cheapside, E.C.; 115 Oxford Street, W.; 171-173 Regent Street, W.
Paris: Eastman Konak Société Anonyme Francaise.

Avenue del'Opéra 5.

Place Vendéme 4.

Beruin : Eastman Konak Gesellschaft m.b.H., Friedrich Strasse 191.
Markgrafen Strasse 91.
Brusseis: Kopak, Lrp., Rue du Fossé aux Loups 36.
Vienna: Graben 29.
RocuestTer, New York: Kodak Eastman Co.
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